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 Critical Practices in Dance Education 

Fostering inclusion and developing approaches to teach western concert dance forms 

 

 This work engages a conversation and negotiation in teaching eurocentric and western 

concert dance forms in academic institutions. It offers a conscious approach that questions and 

expands ideas, examining and restructuring the canon to teach with awareness to current critical 

discussion.  

 As an educator and researcher, as well as a dancer who accesses the canon, I recognize 

the value within these dance forms. Critical examination of the canon exposes how problematic 

the predominantly recognized white art form is. Speaking, embodying, and teaching practices 

must be reimagined to foster progressive inclusion and engagement with the diverse community 

that accesses the classist systems.  

 I use the term internal restructuring to mean a rearrangement from the norm. In this 

research, focusing on self developed teaching practices. I use the term modern or modern dance 

to also incorporate contemporary and postmodern movement forms and the term movement 

forms will be used to talk about ballet, modern, and contemporary dance.  

 Academic institutions within the United States carry the contentious weight of systems of 

oppression in dance education. Writer and dancer J. Buoey generated a meme that read, "White 

supremacy in dance is making ballet and modern a requirement to receive a degree, but dance 

forms originated by POC are all electives."  This idea and implementation, retains notions of 1

white culture as defining what is considered normal, within the movement forms. 

1 Buoey, J. Are College Dance Curriculums Too White? 
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 Writer bell hooks, elaborates on institutions in her work Teaching to Transgress, “If we 

examine critically the traditional role of the university in the pursuit of truth and the sharing of 

knowledge and information, it is painfully clear that biases that uphold and maintain white 

supremacy, imperialism, sexism, and racism have distorted education so that it is no longer about 

the practice of freedom. The call for a recognition of cultural diversity, a rethinking of ways of 

knowing, a deconstruction of old epistemologies, and the concomitant demand that there be a 

transformation in our classrooms, in how we teach and what we teach has been a necessary 

revolution.”  2

Emma Sandall’s research looks at the technical training of ballet in her writing Is It Time 

to Completely Rethink Ballet Class? Sandall questions, “...is the ballet class due for an update? 

Demands and aesthetics have changed. So should the way dancers train change too?”  The 3

codified 400-year old art form has been cemented in classist notions of process and practice, I 

engage modern dance as doing so as well. The dance styles presently access and demand a 

broader range of qualities in movement and examination, supporting that the process of 

instruction should also incorporate varying and inclusive forms of access. The audience and 

community of the art forms is diverse and a movement to facilitate and engage those identities 

and narratives is pressing. 

While we cannot uproot the foundations and systems that academic institutions navigate 

overnight, my research focuses on an internal process of restructuring for educators. It is inspired 

by the work of Takiyah Nur Amin as well as the idea of the doctrine of marginal gains. Amin’s 

writing African American Dance Revisited engages in an internal restructuring process, Amin’s 

2 hooks, bell. Teaching to Transgress. 
3 Sandall, Emma. Is It Time to Completely Rethink Ballet Class? 
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role as an educator negotiating the approach to western concert dance history in conversation 

with African American history. Amin writes, “In my own study and teaching of American dance 

history, I have been especially interested in the ways in which the development of modern and 

postmodern performance traditions are discussed. While this is of no less importance than the 

histories of social and vernacular vocabularies, I choose here to focus in on considering the ways 

in which African American dance history can be infused into discussions of American modern 

and postmodern performance, to expand, complicate and arguably reshape our understanding of 

these genres.”  The doctrine of marginal gains is all about small incremental improvements in 4

any process adding up to a significant improvement when they are all added together.  This 5

thinking offers an approach that will develop a comprehensive platform, while interrogating 

systems of oppression that have followed in the continuing presence.  

Ballet, modern, and contemporary dance curriculum need further examination in the 

ways that the forms are talked about, embodied, and practiced. I propose five points of attention 

and examination when developing teaching practices. 

 

Five points of attention and examination 

1. The Classroom: 

a. Calling out and attending to the forms as they were and where they come from.  

b. Restructuring the classroom environment and process. 

c. Engaging the collective and identities in the form and movement. 

i. Generating community norms. 

4 Amin. Takiyah Nur. African American Dance Revisited.  
5 Merriam-Webster.  
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d. Creating a value system to evaluate the work. 

2. About Speaking: 

a. An open and working definition of what the course is doing and creating. 

b. Examining wording and terminology. 

c. In ballet, distancing from the classist french terminology. 

d. Modern dance examining crossover with ballet themes. 

i. If modern really was a radical movement away from ballet, why would 

there be conformity in language that ballet accesses as well as the class 

structure.  

e. Engaging an open system to speak  and develop the experience. 

3. The Movement: 

a. Deviation from limiting notions of practice patterns. 

b. Growing on ideas as collective and egalitarian forms of movement.  

4. Incorporating (ideas and themes for further examination) 

a. Gender, sexuality, musical accompaniment, composition, body, and movement. 

5. A Reminder: 

a. A conversation and negotiation.  

b. A working process to foster and develop ideas. 

c. Allow the space for other bodies to navigate and bring in ideas. 

 

This work engages a conversation that is forthcoming. To not only to think about 

embodiment and the ways that it has manifested, but in the critical processing of developing 
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teaching methods, interrogating the problematic and dominant culture while incorporating 

inclusionary themes. With five points of attention and inquiry as well as a series of questions to 

consider,  it is critical to create a culture and environment now that engages a humanistic practice 

that was not offered in the origin of these dance forms.  
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